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研究成果の概要（英文）：In this project, we tried to analyze ‘cultural meanings and values’ 
associated with some of the important IIE (intercultural information ethics) topics in ‘Far East,
 ’i.e. ‘human and robot interaction(HRI)’ and ‘privacy.’ While focusing on these relatively 
newly emerging topics in ‘Far East,’ we examined the roles of Japanese Seken-related views or 
Japanese Ba-related views in detail. What we found is: In Japan, Seken-related views or Ba-related 
views make a kind of form of bird-eyes views which hold various meanings and views in the 
information era as a set of views on life within it ; A similar tendency (presence of bird-eyes 
views or a combination of views of observation and reflection) can be found in China and South Korea
 too; On the other hand, people’s views on the distinction between public and private are different
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71.2 82.0 86.0 91.1 
清貧 87.0 80.4 76.3 67.3 85.1 
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介護 .309** .311** -.015 
ロボット 
兵士 
.275** .312** .014 
汎生命論 .297** .297** .082* 
ロボット 
への同情 
.276** .254** .142** 
針供養 .248** .231** .170** 
ペットロ
ボット 
.158** .188** .140** 
教育用 
ロボット 
.084* .131** .256** 
鉄腕アト .242** .270** .150** 
ム 
1) **相関係数は 1% 水準で有意 (両側) 、 *相
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